
Good Seeds
Grow in Strong
Cultures

Regardless of the
focus of particular
change efforts,
schools need to
nurture and build
on the cultural
norms that
contribute to
growth.

from the confluence of four ele-
ments: the strengthening of

teachers' skills, the systematic renova-
tion of curriculum, the improvement
of the organization, and the involve-
ment of parents and citizens in re-
sponsible school-community partner-
ships. Underlying all four strands,
however, is a school culture that either
energizes or undermines them. Essen-
tially, the culture of the school is the
foundation for school improvement, a
view summarized bv Purkev and Smith
(1982):

we have argued that an academically
effective school is distinguished by its cul-
ture: a structure, process, and climate of
values and norms that channel staff and
students in the direction of successful
teaching and learning. The logic of the
cultural model is such that it points to
increasing the organizational effectiveness
of a school building and is neither grade-
level nor curriculum specific (p 68)

If certain norms of school culture
are strong, improvements in instruc-
tion will be significant, continuous,
and widespread: if these norms are
weak, improvements will be at best
infrequent, random, and slow. They
will then depend on the unsupported
energies of hungry self-starters and be
confined to individual classrooms
over short periods of time. The best

J.on Saphier is President, Researchfor Better
Teaching, and Mattbeuw King is Suern'nten-
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workshops or ideas brought in from
the outside will have little effect. In
short, good seeds will not grow in
weak cultures.

Giving shape and direction to a
school's culture should be a clear.
articulated vision of what the school
stands for, a vision that embodies core
values and purposes. Examples of core
values might be community building,
problem-solving skills, or effective
communication. These value commit-
ments varv from community to com-
munitvy what is important for school
leaders to know is the role of values as
the fuel of school improvement. If
core values are the fuel, then school
culture is the engine.

The 12 Norms of School
Culture
The cultural norms listed in Figure 1
can be supported where the- exist and
built where thev do not by leaders and
staff. The degree to which these norms
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are strong makes a huge difference in
the ability of school improvement ac-
tivities to have a lasting, or even any,
effect Building these norms depends
equally on teachers' will and commit-
ment since good leadership alone can-
not make them strong; but without
such leadership, culture cannot begin
to grow or be expected to endure.

While we discuss these norms from
the teacher's point of view, because
teachers are culture shapers, it is im-
portant to bear in mind that there is a
student culture as well. The same 12
norms apply to the culture of the
school for students, but thev are a
direct reflection of what adults are
capable of modeling among them-
selves.

Wherever these norms exist, they
reside in teachers' and administrators'
beliefs and show up in their actions.
The following are hypothetical state-
ments that represent what teachers
believe and how they behave-not
idle words in philosophy documents,
but real actions rooted in beliefs of
most of the faculty in a school with a
strong culture.

1. Collegiality.
"'n this school the professional staff

help each other. We have similar chal-
lenges and needs and different talents
and knowledge When I was having
problems with cliquishness among the
girls, I brought it up at lunch and got
some excellent ideas from the other
teachers. I wasn't afraid to bring it up
because I know people here are on my
side. If someone thinks they) hear a
strange noise coming from my room,
they'll stop to check it out It isn't
everyonefor themselves and just mind
your own business.

"I think these people are darn good
at what they do. I know I can learn
from them and believe I have things to
offer in return. Sometimes we evaluate
and develop curriculum and plan spe-
cial projects together, like Esther, Lor-
rie, and Allen doing the one-week SCIS
workshop for all of us this summer.
Teaching each other sometimes re-
quires more time to plan than 'epert-
led workshops, but it allows us to
work together on a significant project
Similarly our study groups-orga-
nized around topics such as coopera-
tive learning thinking skills, and in-
volving senior citizenr--allow us to
exchange ideas. In this school we resist

the notion that teaching is our second
most private activity.' "

2. Experimentation
'Teaching is an intellectually excit-

ing activity Around here we are en-
couraged by administrators and col-
leagues to exeriment with new ideas
and techniques because that is how
teachers and schools improve. And we
can drop experiments that do not
work and be rewarded for having
tried We are always lookingfor more
effective ways of teaching. Just lastyear
we published 'Opening Classroom
Doors,' a booklet with short descrip-
tions of new ideas tried in classrooms.
One teacher, for example, shared how
she used jigsaw activities to do cooper-
ative learning in social studies "

3. High Expectations
"In this school the teachers and ad-

ministrators are held accountable for
high performance through regular
evaluations. We are specifically expect-
ed to practice collegiality and to ex-
periment with new ideas. We are re-
warded when we do and sanctioned if
we don't Our continued professional
development is highly valued by the
school community. While we oftenfeel

under pressure to excel, we thrive on
being part of a dynamic organiza-
tion. "

4. Trust and Confidence
'Administrators and parents trust

my professional judgment and com-
mitment to improvement-no matter
how effective I already am-and show
confidence in my ability to carry out
my professional development and to
design instructional activities. We are
encouraged to bring new ideas into
our classes and given discretion with
budgetsfor instructional materials"

5. Tangible Support
'When I need help to improve ml'

instruction, people extend themselves
to help me with both time and re-
sources. Indeed, when resources be-
come scarce, professional develop
ment remains a priority Around here
people believe the professional knowl-
edge and skills of teachers are so im-
portant to good schooling that devel-
oping human resources is a high and
continued commitment Despite fi-
nancial constraints we still have sabh-
baticals, summer curriculum uork-
shops, and funds to attend
professional conferences"

Reaching Out to the Knowledge Base
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"Cultures are built
through the
everyday business
of school life. It is
the way business
is handled that
both forms and
reflects the
culture."

These first five norms have compli-
cated and dependent relationships
with one another Little (1981) has
written at length about the first three
norms in her studies of ''good
schools." In these schools, leaders
have high expectations that teachers
will be collegial and experiment in
their teaching. Rather than being de-
pendent on fortuitous chemistry in a
group (though it helps). collegialit3 ' is
an expectation that is explicitly stated
bv the leader, rewarded when it hap-
pens, and sanctioned when it doesn't
Barth (1984) goes so far as to argue
that "the nature of the relationships
among the adults who inhabit a school
has more to do with the school's quali-
tv and character, and with the accom-
plishment of its pupils, than any other
factor." The importance of leaders be-
ing explicit about what they want and
pressing for it is supported by recent
work on school change (Loucks,
1983). While leaders need to be direct
about what they expect. excellent lead-
ers allow people plenty of latitude in
choosing how thev realize it:

My interpretation of the schox)l effective-
ness literature leads me to believe that
these schools are both tightly coupled and
loosely coupled, an observation noted as
well by Peters and Waterman in their stud-
ies of America's best run corporations
There exists in excellent schooxls a strong
culture and clear sense of purpose. ,which
defines the general thrust and nature of life
for their inhabitants At the same time, a
great deal of freedom is given to teachers
and others as to how these essential core
values are to be honored and realized This
combination of tight structure around
clear and explicit themes. which represent
the core of the school's culture, and of
autonomy for people to pursue these
themes in ways that make sense to them,
may well be a key reason for their success
(Sergiovanni. 1984, p 13)

Thus, leaders might require teach-
ers to work on expanding their reper-
toires of teaching skills but leave the
choice of how and what up to them.
Simultaneously, though, these leaders
would offer tangible support-for ex-
ample, one release afternoon a
month-and provide a menu of op-
tions such as in-house study groups.
outside speakers, tuition for attending
workshops or courses. or support for
individual projects.

6. Reaching Out to the Knowledge
Base

'Toere are generic knowledge bxaes
about teadcing skills and bou students
learn, about teacbing methods in par-
ticular areas: about young peoples
cognitive and affectnit det elopmeo 't.
and about each of the academic disci-
plines These knowledge bases are
practical, accessible, and ezr, large.
Teachers anud supertisors are contin-
uallh reaching out to themn to improt e
their teaching and suxpenr ision.

There are two features of this norm
we would like to highlight. The first is
its aggressively curious nature There
is always more to learn. and we can
respond to that understanding with
energy and reach out beyond our
classes or our buildings, sharing iour-
nals. attending workshops. visiting
each other and other sites A principal
could model this bv inviting several
teachers to visit another school with
him or her Such an activity might
build collegialitT by bringing together
teachers who don't normally work to-
gether Indeed. as much may happen
during the ride together and over
lunch as happens during the visit itself

The second feature of this norm is
the realinr and usefulness of these
knowledge bases. The erroneous be-
lief that there is no knowledge base
about teaching limits any vision of
teacher improvement. It is also isolat-
ing because in the absence of knowl-
edge. gooxd teaching must be intuitive;
if "goodness" is inborn and intuitive.
then having problems is a sign of
inadequacy or too little of the "right
stuff." This svndrome discourages talk-
ing about one's teaching. especially
one's problems. Furthermore. if good
teaching is intuitive and there's no
knowledge base. what's the good of
working on improvement?

But the knowledge base on teaching
is very real and expanding all the time.
It tells us that there are certain things
that all teachers do, regardless of age
group, grade. or subject. It tells us the
situations or missions that all teachers
have to deal with in one wav or anoth-
er. It also tells us what our options are
for dealing with each area of teaching,
and that matching behaviors and tech-
niques to specific students is the name
of the game In some cases, it even
gives us guidelines for how to go
about the matching.

Teachers make decisions and act to
deal with numerous aspects of their
instruction and relationships with stu-
dents. For example. experts agree that
there are dozens of way's to gain and
maintain attention. several kinds of
objectives (Saphier and Gower. 1982),
and over 20 models of teaching o(oyce
and Weil. 1980). Because there are
manv wavas to deal with each of the
mxTiad of teaching tasks., skillful teach-
ing involves continually broadening
one's repertoire in each area and pick-
ing from it appropriately to match
particular students and curriculums.
The knowledge base about teaching is
the available repertoire of moves and
patterns of action in any area, available
for anvone to learn. to refine. and to
do skillfully.

"Giving shape and
direction to a
school's culture
should be a clear,
articulated vision
of what the school
stands for, a vision
that embodies
core values and
purposes."
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Caring, Celebration, and Humor
Consider another knowledge base.

Each subject has, in addition to the
formal knowledge of its discipline, a
how-to knowledge base of teaching
methods and materials. Where it is the
norm to consult the knowledge bases,
teachers are reaching to learn new
methods and examine the latest mate-
rials and not to find the single best
ones, because there are no best ones.
They seek to expand their repertoires
So as to expand their capacity to reach
students with appropriate instruction.

This particular norm, reaching out
to the knowledge bases, is one of the
least understood and most neglected.
It is also one of the most powerful for
rejuvenating an ailing school culture.
In schools where the knowledge bases
are cultivated, a common language for
talking about instruction emerges.
This language reduces the isolation
commonly experienced by teachers
(Lortie, 1972).

7. Appreciation and Recognition
"Good teaching is honored in this

school and community The other day
Ifound a short notefrom theprincipal
in my mailbox: ,hben Todd and Char-
ley were rough-housing in the hall you
spoke to them promptly andfirml, yet
treated them maturely by explaing
the uiss of your intervention. It really
makes our grown-up talk about re-
spect mean something uwhen teachers

take responsihilin for all kids the ual'
you do. 'Hejoust obser 'ed that incident
for a minute, yet took the time to gi 'e
me feedback. (Somehou' it had more
impact in writing, too.) Things like
that make mefeel there is a real value
placed on what I do u ith students I
am recognized for m'l efforts aind
achiet ements in the classroom and the
school "

There are mans ways this message
can be sent: teacher recognition as a
regular feature of school committee
meetings; PTA luncheons at the begin-
ning and end of the year for faculty
and staff; short notes in teachers' mail-
boxes from a principal who notes
something praiseworthy during a walk
around the building; perhaps even
superior service awards written up
each year in local newspapers with
stipends given annually to a few teach-
ers. Of course, underlying these efforts
should be a pay scale that is at least
competitive with neighboring districts.

8. Caring, Celebration, and
Humor

'There are quite a number of occa-
sions when we show our caring for
each other and awareness of signifi-
cant events in each others' lives, as well
as celebrating benchmarks in the life
of the school Estelle, for example,
somehow arranges a 15-minute party
with some good), for every faculty

member's birthda,y in her building We
often haie these short but satisfying
little gatherings in the teachers room
before the kids come in. There is a lot
of humor and laughing together in
this school "

9. Involvement In Decision
Making

"I am included in certain meaning-
ful decision-making processes in this
school, especially when they directl,
affect me or my kids That doesn't
mean I am consulted on allpolicies or
decisions; hut to tell vou the truth, I
don't u ant to be-I'd neter get all of
mya own wuork done. But uhen I am
consulted, it s not a phorm gesture; ml,
input is taken seriously. And there are
mechanisms open for me to raise is-
sues Last spring I asked the faculty
advisonry council to look at howu kids
were treating each other in the halls
That led to a faculty brainstorming
session on the topic of school climate I
don 't alunays get people to buy, into myl
issues, or even ask them to But uhen I
do, the issues are treated seriously, and
I am esteemed for bringing them up
etven if nO, solutions do not carry the
dal "

10. Protection of What's Important
'Administrators protect my, instruc-

tion and planning time b, keeping
meetings and paperwork to a mini-
mum In fact, ue don't etven ha'e
faculty meetings in the usual sense
..certainly not just for business and

announcements Those needs get co,-
ered by memos and uword-of-mouth
contact with the principal When uwe
do meet, it is for curriculum and
instruction purposes, often in small
groups like the study group on learn-
ing stles I was in lrat spring"

11. Traditions
'There is aluavs something special

to lookforward to as I scan the calen-
dar Be it a fair, a trip, or a science
OnVmpiad, there are events coming up
that students and teachers alike see as
refreshing or challenging and a defi-
nite change of pace Some of these
traditions are rooted in ceremon,,
others in activity, They exist both in the
curriculum as grade-level projects or
activities, and as recurrent evtents uith-
in the life of the school "

12. Honest, Open Communication
"I take responsibilityfor sending my

oun messages I can speak to ml'
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colleagues and adminiaors dircty "The knowledge base on teaching
and tactfuly when I have a concern
or a beef ithout fear of losing ther iS very real and expanding all the
esteem or damaging our relationsbhp.
Around here people can disagree and time. It tells us that there are
discuss, confront and esolve matters certain things that all teachers do,
in a constructive manner and still be
supportive of each other And I can regardless of age group, grade, or
listen to criticism as an opportuniy
for self-improvement without feeling subj
threatened "

Robert Hinton captures these quali-
ties when describing changing rela-
tionships in a Chinese village during
the revolution:

One had to cultivate the courage to
voice sincerely held opinions regardless of
the views held by others, while at the same
time showing a willingness to listen to
others and to change one's own opinion
when honestly convinced of error. To bow
with the wind, to go along with the crowd
was an irresponsible attitude that could
never lead to anything but trouble .... The
reverse of this, to be arrogant and unbend-
ing, was just as bad (Hinton, 1966, p. 395).

This type of communication is sup-
ported by several of the cultural
norms Difficult issues and criticism
require an inner conviction that one is
all right and respected by others. Ap-
preciation and Recognition, Involve -
ment in Decision Making, and Reach-
ing Out to the Knowledge Bases
support this kind of mutual respect.

How to Build the Norms of i
School Culture
Sergiovanni (1984) describes five
leadership forces where actions make
a difference in building good schools
(see Figure 2). Effective leaders have
skills with which to apply each force.

Technical skills pertain to such man- .,
agerial matters as scheduling and dele-
gating; human skills include listening, '

Figure 2. Sergiovanni's Leadership
Forces that Build Good Schools.

Cultural

Educational

Human

Technical
Trust and Confidence
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group dynamics, and conflict resolu-
tion. Educational skills include knowl-
edge about teaching and learning;
symbolic skills include knowledge of
and commitment to core institutional
values and ways of articulating and
representing them. And the cultural
arena involves building norms such as
the 12 discussed here. But if we are to
understand what leaders do to build
and maintain excellence in schools,
the relationship among these five
forces and arenas for action needs
expansion.

Leaders show their technical, hu-
man, and educational skills through
activities that call them forth rather
directly. A parents' night must he orga-
nized (technical and human): difficult
meetings chaired (human): and con-
ferences held after classrcx)m observa-
tions (human and educational). We
offer the proposition that leaders show

RFigre 3 Cultura and Synboic Skis.

Educational

Human

Technial

SVl

"Our district
distributes $6,000
service awards for
recognizing
teachers'
contributions in a
variety of areas."

their symbolic and culture-building
skills through those same activities
and not in separate activities that are
exclusively symbolic or cultural (with
exceptions like opening-of-school
speeches that are symbolic occasions).
From this perspective Sergiovanni's
diagram might be redrawn as shown
in Figure 3

Cultures are built through the ev-
ervdav business of school life. It is the
way business is handled that both
forms and reflects the culture. Leaders
with culture-building on their minds
bring an ever-present awareness of
these cultural norms to their daily
interactions, decisions, and plans, thus
shaping the wav events take place.
Because of this dynamic, culture-
building occurs simultaneously and
through the way school people use
their educational, human, and techni-
cal skills in handling daily events or
establishing regular practices

For example, suppose there is inter-
est in a revised curriculum planning
procedure. What would a culture-
builder do in a leadership position? A
sure way to prevent the crisis-manage-
ment of curriculum-where small
numbers of parents can successfully
pressure a school board. superinten-
dent, or principal to look into" a
curriculum area such as science-is to
maintain a planning process that svs
tematically and routinely evaluates and
renovates all curriculum areas. Such a
system might ask parent-teacher com-
mittees to assess the existing curricu-
lum by reviewing literature, consult-
ing experts, and interviewing parents
Having estabished a curriculum's
strengths and weaknesses, the com-
mittee could write a statement of phi-
losophy to guide the next phase-the
identification of new curriculums,
texts, and activities-recognizing that
the review process might well validate
existing programs

With the first phase of planning
complete, the parents leave the com-
mittee and turn the actual develop-
ment of new curriculum over to the
facultv and administration. Over the
next several years programs and activi-
ties are piloted and implemented,
leading back to the evaluation phase in
approximately five years In this way

".... collegiality is
an expectation
that is explicitly
stated by the
leader, rewarded
when it happens,
and sanctioned
when it doesn't."
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all curriculum areas can be located on
the planning cycle. While this ap-
proach to curriculum planning can be
done by whole school systems, the
process is especially powerful when
conducted in individual schotxls.

A planning process such as this is
itself an opportunity for infusing the
cultural norms into a school. A good
place to start is with a leader offering
to parents and teachers Lightfoot's
(1983) notion of a "consciousness of
imperfection," a perspective in which
we assume that any school has areas of
strength and weakness and that the
"good" school is distinguished by its
openness to dealing with its imperfec-
tions The school leader could use this
opportunirt to point out how im-
provements emerge from a culture
that embodies norms such as our 12.
She or he can then outline a process
that demands experimentation by pi-
loting new curriculum and encourage
collegiality by asking teachers to work
together on evaluation and design.
Central to the planning is a commilit-
ment to involve stakeholders in deci-
sion making while being clear about
the limits of their influence

After completing the review, the
administrator must ensure that teach-
ers receive support to carry out their
plans. For example, if a science com-
mittee recommends integrating mi-
crocomputers into science labora-
tories, funds need to be budgeted for
purchasing equipment and training
teachers While providing support, the
principal needs to emphasize the high
expectations she or he has for their
work Building specific goals into
teachers' formal evaluation- lwhich
should take place no less than every
three vears-is a useful way of making
the connection between support and
high expectations. Down the road a
principal will want to recognize teach-
ers efforts by reporting to the superin-
tendent and school board and perhaps
even attaching rewards for their ef-
forts. Our district distributes six thou-
sand dollar service awards for recog-
nizing teachers' contributiolns in a
varietv of areas.

The culture builders in any school
bring an ever-present awareness of the
12 norms to everything they do in the
conduct of dailh business It is this
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awareness and commitment to culture
building that is more important than
any single activity or structure in the
school organization. Once we are
clear about what the important norms
of a strong culture are, the activities
and forms through which we build
them are legion.

If we are serious about school im-
provement and about attracting and
retaining talented people to school
careers, then our highest priority
should be to maintain reward struc-
tures that nurture adult growth and
sustain the school as an attractive
workplace. A strong culture is crucial
to making schools attractive work-
places. If the norms we have outlined
are strong, the school will not only be
attractive, it will be energized and
constantly improving U
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